can change shape of channels

suspension

floods

solution
large particles bounced along river bed
very large river particles dragged along bed

saltation

breaks through meanders

Extreme events
types

dam and divert rivers
lava flows
earthquakes can raise and lower ground level

traction

Transportation

river carries less material if
bed and banks are smooth

meanders
bed and banks

energy

speed of river

oxbow lakes
waterfalls / rapids

features

factors

pebbles whirl around in little holes in the rock

potholes
a dam would hold up sediment

human intervention

release of water pressure breaks rock
particles away from banks and bed

hydraulic action
steep v shaped valleys
vertical erosion

Erosion

wider
lateral erosion
middle course

deposition

eroded material scrapes along bed and banks

corrasion

upper course

weathering and mass movement widen sides

types

cross profile

dissolving of rock

corrosion

attrition

flood plain
wide and gently sloping valley

CO2 dissolves in water making a weak acid
eroded rocks smash into each other
doesn't affect bed and banks

vertical
lower course

more transportation and deposition

River processes and
landforms

geology will have an effect

direction

total load being transported by the river

lateral

deepens river channels
requires a large load of coarse material
widens river
happens in middle and lower stages of river

headward

capacity

lengthens river
near source

largest particle the river can carry
competence

braided streams

eyots

as velocity increases, larger particles are transported
as velocity falls, particles are dropped, largest firslt

flat area of land by the river which floods frequently

Hjulstrom graph
flood plains

balance between material added
and sediment load dropped
deficit since aswan dam built

deposited material called alluvium

Nile

embankments formed when the river floods its banks

sediment budget
features

river channel

velocity
discharge
width and depth

formed as meanders go further downstream

levees

can be man made to stop flooding

Deposition

bigger

friction increased when river flows
over a larger area during floods

eventually block river mouth

efficiency

deltas

deposits on sea bed build up

amount of load
as you go downstream

friction

at a meander

turbulence
roughness of channel

river has to braid into several
distributaries to reach sea

less rainfall
smaller

size of particles
gradient
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when?

increased evaporation
friction uses up some of rivers energy
much of energy absorbed when river meets sea

